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                We are Médecins Sans Frontières
            

            
                Our teams act fast to save people’s lives in conflict zones, natural disasters and epidemics
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	[image: MSF's team at Al-Shifa hospital]
  Caption
    
    MSF medical staff treat wounded patients at Al-Shifa Hospital in Gaza - 24 October
    © MSF
  

  
        

        
            
                Israel – Hamas conflict
            

            
                MSF teams have been working to treat the wounded and supply overwhelmed hospitals in Gaza 
            

            
                Read full story
            

        

    




    
        
            
	[image: At Tabarre Hospital, an MSF surgical team prepare to operate on a patient with a gunshot wound]
  Caption
    
    At Tabarre Hospital, an MSF surgical team prepare to operate on a patient with a gunshot wound

    © Johnson Sabin
  

  
        

        
            
                Haiti: MSF teams treat spike in casualties as chaos engulfs Port-au-Prince
            

            
                Medics face running out of supplies as a state of emergency is declared
            

            
                Read full story
            

        

    




    
        
            
	[image: On 5 February, an MSF search and rescue team responded to a distress alert about an overcrowded boat carrying 134 people]
  Caption
    
    On 5 February, an MSF search and rescue team responded to a distress alert about an overcrowded boat carrying 134 people, including two babies.
    © MSF/Mohamad Cheblak
  

  
        

        
            
                EU migration: New MSF report details systematic brutality towards refugees
            

            
                ‘Death, Despair and Destitution’ draws from 20,000 medical and mental health consultations at EU borders
            

            
                Read full story
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    Work for us

    Whether you are medical or non-medical, we need you



    
                                    Apply today
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                How can my donation help?

                Enter an amount to find out

                                    
                        
                            Write your donation in £
                            £
                            
                        

                        Calculate
                    

                    
                                                    could buy dressing kits to clean war wounds

                                                    could help buy oxygen masks for 14 children

                                                    could help buy splints for three patients with broken legs

                                                    could buy 30 IV bags providing life-saving fluid and blood in surgery

                                                    could provide antibiotics to treat 30 war-wounded people

                                                    could buy the personal protective equipment for a doctor treating Ebola

                                                    could provide pain relief for 24 severely injured patients

                                                    could pay for an emergency doctor to provide life-saving care for a day

                                                    could provide antibiotics to treat over 100 war-wounded people

                                                    could help pay for six sets of surgical scrubs – tunic, trousers and sterile reusable gloves

                                                    could provide a folding stretcher to help patients who have suffered emergency trauma

                                                    could help buy a basic surgery set for our doctors to carry out life-saving operations

                                                    could help buy a saline dispenser, vital during surgery

                                                    could help buy three basic sets of surgical equipment

                                                    could provide over 700 IV bags to give life-saving fluid and blood in surgery

                                                    could help provide more than 15 full PPE suits for our teams treating Ebola

                                                    could help buy a cold chain kit for transporting vital medicines

                                                    could help buy 10 sets of surgical equipment vital to our work in emergencies

                                                    could help buy two shelter kits to temporarily shelter 200 people

                                                    could help us buy four abdominal surgery kits vital for our work treating war-wounded victims

                                                    could pay for an emergency doctor to be in the field for two months

                                                    could provide 28 basic surgery sets, enough to carry out up to 20,000 surgical operations

                                                    your incredible donation could help buy four cold chain kits for transporting vital medicines

                                                    your incredible donation could help us buy five shelter kits to temporarily shelter 500 people

                                                    your extraordinary donation could help us buy an inflatable hospital
                                            

                                                                                    Donate
                            



                    

                    
                        
    
        
            How we spend your money

            
                We treat thousands of people every day thanks to donations like yours


            

        

        
            
            
   
  	
      
      
      
      
      [image: Richard Bigabwa, the anesthesiologist injects the product to anesthetize the very first patient of the new MSF surgical team in Old Fangak hospital. The 38-year-old female patient, has an infected left foot. Everything started with an insect bite that developed into a sore, then into a small wound, before an allergy turned it into a wound. Today the foot has taken such a proportion that it is necessary to clean out the wound. Old Fangak offers one of the rare sites of access to the surgery for the inhabitants of this region of South Sudan.  Richard Bigabwa, l’anesthésiste injecte le produit pour anesthésier la toute première patiente du bloc chirurgical de Od Fangak. C'est la première opération de la nouvelle équipe chirurgicale de MSF à l'hôpital Old Fangak. La patiente de 38 ans a le pied gauche infecté. Tout est parti d’un piqûre d’insecte qui s'est transformé en plaie, puis en petite blessure, avant qu’une allergie ne transforme le tout en blessure. Aujourd’hui le pied a pris une telle proportion qu’il faut curer la plaie. Old Fangak offre l'un des rares sites d'accès à la chirurgie pour les habitants de cette région du Sud-Soudan.]
        
  

      
        

        
            How we spend your money

            
                
      

    
        
        

    

    84%

    Medical projects
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    Fundraising
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    UK running costs
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        Fundraise

        Let us help you get started

    

    
                                    Start a fundraiser
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        Give your time

        Volunteer today

    

    
                                    Volunteer with us
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        Leave a gift

        Give a gift to MSF in your will

    

    
                                    Leave a legacy
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        Corporate support

        Your company's support is vital

    

    
                                    Partner with us
    




  
                        

                

        


  

  



  


            

              

                

  



            
              
    
  
    

      
            
Help us deliver medical care

where it's needed most

Donate >
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                MSF UK
            

        

        
            Other MSF offices
        

    

    
         Lower Ground Floor, Chancery Exchange

10 Furnival Street, London, EC4A 1AB

+44 (0)207 404 6600
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    Follow us on...
    	
            
                
                Follow us: facebook
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